Introduction

19
The importance of cloud feedbacks on climate sensitivity and its uncertainty are well established 
33
In this study, we focus on extratropical clouds that have not been previously studied in a cli- Agee (1987) , and Atkinson and Wu Zhang (1996) . In individual case studies and satellite cyclones and fronts (e.g., Field 
63
FMJ16 also found that MCAOs are about 70% more common in NH winter than in SH winter.
64
Conversely, summertime MCAOs are almost non-existent in the NH while in the SH they are rare 65 4 but still occur. In the shoulder seasons MCAOs in both hemispheres occur with similar frequency: 66 about half as often as they occur in NH winter and slightly less often than SH winter. Shoulder 67 season MCAOs are also weaker than their wintertime counterparts in each respective hemisphere.
68
However, MCAOs are meteorologically similar events in all seasons, with strength, rather than 69 season, as the most important way to differentiate them. Strong events in winter are more like 70 strong events in spring than they are like weak events in winter.
71
To our knowledge there has been no climatological study of cold air outbreak clouds. This paper 72 aims to fill that gap by documenting the satellite observed characteristics of clouds within MCAOs 73 and comparing those characteristics between hemispheres and for different strengths of MCAOs.
74
The questions we address include:
75
• How do the properties of clouds -fractional area, optical thickness, cloud top height, phase, 
82
Because our target is a long-term climatology of MCAO clouds, we primarily have used data 83 from the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, Rossow and Schiffer 1991).
84
We also show results from a multi-sensor cloud profiling data set, described below, but we largely 85 have left analysis of MCAO clouds with more modern but shorter-term remote-sensing data sets 86 for future work. Section 2 describes our data, our definition of MCAOs, and our compositing 87 5 method; Section 3 presents and discusses satellite observations of MCAO clouds; and 
where θ SKT and θ 800 are the potential temperatures of the surface skin and at 800 hPa, respectively.
96
This index is similar to that developed by Kolstad and Bracegirdle (2007) in M is shown in Figure 1 , which highlights areas of strong MCAOs used in our analysis below. 
138
The DARDAR algorithm uses these measurements to produce a high resolution (60 m vertical, 1 June for this two year period; this is why we excluded these months. on the annual mean due to the vanishingly small number of summertime events.
204
The other major seasonal signal is in the SWCRE, where the annual cycle in insolation deter-
205
mines the overall magnitude of SWCRE. This is why, for the remainder of the paper, we show In the NH (Fig. 4) clouds within the strongest and weakest terciles of MCAO strength differ from the MCAO mean.
262
Results are for all seasons. 
273
We explore this more in Section 3c and 3d. 
312
There is little difference between first and third tercile MCAO clouds within each hemisphere.
313
Both show a slight increase in Regime 4 and decrease in Regime 7 for stronger MCAOs, consistent 314 with Fig. 6 showing tercile differences primarily in mid-topped clouds of moderate to high optical We examined profiles of cloud phase within MCAOs derived in the DARDAR data set. Here
318
we identified continuous areas with all gridpoints having M greater than a threshold and averaged
319
DARDAR quantities for any passes that occur over such areas within one hour. Table 2 shows be regarded as a low estimate, and ice fraction should be regarded conversely as a high estimate. 
Conclusions
387
We present a climatology of clouds within MCAOs, primarily using the long-term ISCCP dataset 
